
RIO DE JANEIRO  CARNIVAL CHAMPIONS PARADE 2023

04 nights in Rio de Janeiro Hotels 4*(Windsor
Leme - Standard Room)
Daily Brazilian breakfast
01 Ticket for Carnival Champions Parade on
Grandstand (25th Feb)
Transfer Hotel/Sambodrome/Hotel
All transfers and tours according to program
English-speaking guide during the tours
At the time of booking we will reconfirm the quote
according to availability and extra services
required
Entrance Fees and Taxes
24/7 – Call support

Program includes:

www.amazonadventures.com 

Valid only for Champion´s Parade 2023 - February 23rd to 27th. Prices in USD.

jar@amazonadventures.com 

Rates:
4 nights from $ 1,580 per person in double occupancy,
single traveler rate: $ 2,670 

mailto:jar@amazonadventures.com
mailto:jar@amazonadventures.com


Accomodation in hotel 4*

Rio de Janeiro - Windsor Leme
Safe and cozy accommodations for
leisure and business with an
amazing ocean view, pet friendly.
Beyond the sea breeze, the
Windsor Leme bestows a unique
experience with its high-quality
service and excellent location,
seafront Leme beach. Those who
are looking for fun, leisure and
peacefulness will have an
incredible stay near the major
tourist attractions of Rio de
Janeiro.



Why is the Carnival Champions Parade the best
way to enjoy the Carnaval?

After the definition of the great Champion of the
Carnival of Rio de Janeiro, on Ash Wednesday, the
six best schools of the Carnaval Special Group
return to the Sambadrome the following Saturday,
for the Parade of Champions. It all happens at the
Sambodromo, an area in downtown Rio specifically
designed and built to accommodate the samba
parades. The Samba schools parade in descending
order, culminating with the great champion.

The parade is exciting, with proud and relaxed
school members celebrating the recognition of the
judges and the public for their performances. The
Sambadrome is packed with spectators and fans
delighted with so much beauty! 



Day 1 – Rio de Janeiro - Arrival
Transfer from International Rio de Janeiro Airport to Hotel (Private Transfer -
Duration – 01 hours)
Upon arrival in Rio de Janeiro, meet & greet by an English speaking local guide and
transfer to hotel.

Check in at Hotel.

Rio By Night - Rio Scenarium(Private Tour - Duration – 05 hours)
This is the perfect attraction for those who want to discover Rio's cultural nightlife.
The "Rio Scenarium" is a concert hall that appears as a differential in the cultural
scene of Rio's nightlife. Located in the most typical bohemian neighborhood of the
city, Lapa, the "Rio Scenarium" encourages the preservation of the old mansions in
the neighborhood and tries to promote and rescue the best Brazilians and, above all,
the best cariocas, musical traditions and form new audiences. The "Rio Scenarium"
creates a pleasant and welcoming atmosphere, allied to the charm of the beautiful
mansions of old Rio. Keeping a quality program, always with live Brazilian popular
music, we are sure to offer the best to our Cariocas and local visitors.

Meals: Dinner (Snacks and drinks).

Day 2 – Rio de Janeiro 
Breakfast at hotel.

Full day – Corcovado and Sugar Loaf with Stop for lunch (Private tour –
Duration: 8 hours)
The passengers will leave your hotel for a full-day tour, passing through the beaches
of Rio, taking you from Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas to the Cosme Velho neighborhood.
There you'll board the Swiss-made cogwheel train for a scenic ride through Tijuca
National Park until you reach the 710-meter summit of Corcovado. At the top of the
mountain, carved in soapstone mosaic in the best art deco style, is Christ the
Redeemer, a 38-meter-tall statue with arms outstretched as if it were a blessing to
the city. The view from Corcovado offers a spectacular panorama of Rio and its
surroundings. You will quickly understand why Rio is called the Marvelous City. After
visiting Corcovado, you'll board the train to Cosme Velho station and head for lunch
at a local steakhouse. The "churrasco" is a traditional way of preparing meat in
southern Brazil (and Argentina). Guests will have the opportunity to try an infinite
variety of meats served continuously, various side dishes and salads. After lunch, we
will leave to the Urca neighborhood to board the cable car for a two-stage trip that
will take us to Sugarloaf Mountain. In the first stage, Morro da Urca, with only 220 m
high, there is a restaurant, amphitheater and heliport for panoramic tours. The
second stage takes us to Pão de Açúcar, named after the sugar bars that the
Portuguese used to use at the time of the discovery of the city. From both places,
guests will have a wonderful view of the most famous places in Rio, such as the
beaches of Copacabana, Ipanema and Leblon, as well as Botafogo and Flamengo
that lead to the city center, Christ the Redeemer and the Rio-Niterói bridge. At any
time of day or night, the view from Sugarloaf Mountain is extraordinarily beautiful,
making Sugarloaf Mountain, without a doubt, one of the most famous places in the
city. After visiting the Sugar Loaf Mountain, the tour continues towards the
downtown with a stop at the Metropolitan Cathedral, a large cone-shaped building
with impressive stained-glass windows. After this visit, a quick panoramic view of
downtown Rio and return to the hotel.
Lunch at Carretão Ipanema Brazilian Barbecue Restaurant (Not Included)
The "churrasco" is a traditional Brazilian southern (and Argentinean) way of
preparing the meats. The guests will have the opportunity of tasting an endless
variety of meat served continuously, several garnish and salads. After desert, a
Brazilian coffee will be served to complete the typical gastronomic experience.
Barbecue and salad buffet, drinks not included.Return to hotel.
Meals: Breakfast included.

Day 3 – Rio de Janeiro 
Breakfast at hotel.

Carnival Day Experience (Semi Private - Shared Tour / Transfer and Samba Class
Private – Duration: 6 hours)
On this day we will have a complete Carnival experience. We will visit "Cidade do
Samba", this place is the shed of the Samba Schools, where they prepare during the
year for their presentation at Carnival. All Samba cars and costumes are produced
there. After the class, we will take a guided tour of the warehouse of one of the main
samba schools in Rio de Janeiro and learn about the history of samba and the
carnival parades as we get into the samba atmosphere trying on some authentic
carnival costumes while enjoying a caipirinha. And to finish, in this same place, we
will have a lively Samba class, this a contagious rhythm and no one can stand still.
Return to the Hotel.

Samba School Champions Parade 
Time to celebrate the best of the Carnival in Winners Parade. The parade is exciting,
with proud and relaxed school members celebrating the recognition of the judges
and the public for their performances. The Sambadrome is packed with spectators
and fans delighted with so much beauty! And so, in this atmosphere of joy, they say
goodbye to the greatest party on Earth. Private transfer to and back the
performances to hotel.

Meals: Breakfast and dinner included

Day 4 – Rio de Janeiro 
Free day at leisure.

Meals: Breakfast included.

Day 5: Rio de Janeiro - Departure
Breakfast and Check Out.

Transfer from Hotel to International Rio de Janeiro Airport.

Champions Parade Program 2023 - 05 Days and 04 Nights


